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Heromachine create your superhero

Like your hero? Please help keep this project evolving by donating any amount PayPal. January 23: I've made a major change to the way premium members are handled today. If you have been a premium member and now cannot log in, please contact me directly and train me; I'll take care of it as soon as possible.
While everyone can use the forums and full version of HeroMachine 2 for free (including all items and features), this free version comes with ads, which we all agree can be annoying. And since the ad needs a certain amount of in-app space, the controls are a bit crushed and the portrait area isn't as big as it could be.
But because I like to eat, and ads pay the bills, they are one of those inevitable needs of life. Or are they? In fact, the answer is NO! Premium members can access an ad-free version of HeroMachine 2 that features an alternative design with a much larger character composition screen. Here's what it looks like: Look at
this whole room! And there is no announcement to get in the way of character creation or to irritate you with your odious ad-itude (see what I did there?!). Premium Access is only $0.99 a month, which goes directly to me to help pay for the costs associated with running a site the size of HeroMachine. Premium
Membership includes: Access to a larger, ad-free version of HeroMachine 2. Access to a larger, ad-free version of HeroMachine 3. A guaranteed warm-up of your heart's cockles knowing you're playing a key role in keeping HeroMachine going. I'm not a doctor, but I'm pretty sure that hot cockles are better than cold
ones. Just click the button below to get started! HeroMachine allows you to unlock your inner artist, allowing you to create professional looking illustrations even if you can't draw a straight line. Just choose a pose, then choose a set and genre the elements and click to add them. To save your character as an image in
HeroMachine 2, press ALT-PrintScreen on Windows or Command+Shift+3 on a Mac to capture the entire screen (including your character) on the clipboard. Then open a paint program (such as well-named paint on Windows, which you can open by going to Start - Run and type in MSPAINT), go to Edit-Paste and the
screen will appear. Then you can trim and save wherever you want. We are aware that flash support (running HM) ends in 2020. We are actively working on a version other than Flash and hope to have something as soon as we can. Thank you for your support and concern! New! Now you can purchase HeroMachine 2
Desktop Version that will work on your local computer without needing an Internet connection and no ads at all! HeroMachine 2, Only $9.95! Use HeroMachine 2 online for free (simpler to use)! Use HeroMachine 3 online for FREE (advanced)! Get HeroMachine Premium (no ads, full width) for $0.99 a month! Have you
ever wished they could see the character you've imagined drawn in perfect detail by a professional artist, but you just don't have the ability to do it Thanks to HeroMachine, now if you can imagine it, you can create it, absolutely free. With thousands of hand-drawn custom line art, you can equip any character of any
genre. Whether you're an RPGer who wants to bring a sketch of characters to the game, a novelist who wants to capture that perfect face to refer to as you write, or a player who wants a more comical depiction of your warrior, ninja, magician or archer, HeroMachine can bring this illustration to life. Just choose the type of
item you want, click it to add it to the canvas and choose your colors. In minutes you can build your own custom and beautiful character sketch. Snap in your hat and prepare for the absolute madness of LEGO Batman as we just asked Can an animated super-hero movie be as good - or better than! - your live action
counterpart?! I hope you give us a listen! Posted in Nerdmudgeon Podcast Hey y'all, HeroMachine user Daysean Driscoll came to show me this awesome game he's put together. ^ Hero's Mantle. Use HeroMachine-based art! I haven't had a chance to play myself, but it looks fantastic. Check it out and see what you
think on the game's Facebook page! The Steampunk pirate from LV inmodic's Spideebeard My versions inspired by the original designs... Continue reading Posted in Awards Challenge, Challenges, Character Design Challenges We continue the discussion of Pot animated super-hero movies be as good as (or even
BETTER THAN!) the MCU? with a review of the classic cult Giant Iron. Is this even a super-hero movie?! Tune in and find out! Posted in Nerdmudgeon Podcast The guys continue their toonmudgeon journey - wondering Can animated superhero movies be as good as (or even BETTER THAN!) the MCU? - with your
review of The Incredibles. Check out . Posted in Nerdmudgeon Podcast With the conclusion of #MCU reviews, we now address the question Can animated superhero movies be as good - or even better than - the MCU? what we call TOONMUDGEON! Join us as we kick things off with Spider-Man: Into the Spider-verse!
Please give a listen if you are so inclined to and if you haven't seen Verse Spider yet, you definitely should! It's honestly one of the best superhero movies of all time in my opinion. Posted in Nerdmudgeon Podcast We close mcu review with Spider-Man: Far From Home and follow it up with our great MCU Wrap-Up
Show! Come on, nerdmudgeon and give us a listen if you have a moment, I think you'll really enjoy these! Posted in Nerdmudgeon Podcast My version of Mayor Munchkin based on the original Angelos design. back in victory! Posted in Challenge Prizes, Challenges, Character Design Challenges The end of the
Nerdmudgeon podcast is loosening up! My colleagues John and Dave and I have episodes talking about the culmination of the MCU, please let's listen to each other if you have a moment and let us know what you think! Infinity War Infinity War BONUS EPISODE! Endgame Posted in Nerdmudgeon Podcast HerrD
Version of Tinman... My version inspired by this design... Continue reading Posted in Awards Challenge, Challenges, Character Design Challenges For this week's contest should use Hero Machine 2.5. Design the best Super Hero you can. There are no limits this week. Have fun with HM2.5. Rules for places, contests
and challenges I'm offering: Only original characters, no... Continue reading Posted in Character Design Challenges We are support aware Flash (running HM) is ending in 2020. We are actively working on a version other than Flash and hope to have something as soon as we can. Thank you for your support and
concern! ... Keep reading NEW! Now you can purchase HeroMachine 2 Desktop Version that will work on your local computer without needing an Internet connection and no ads at all! Click here, only $9.95! HeroMachine allows you to unlock your inner artist, allowing you to... Continuing reading HeroMachine allows you
to unlock your inner artist, allowing you to create professional looking illustrations even if you can't draw a straight line. Just choose a pose, then choose a set and genre the elements and click to add them. To save ... Continue reading We are pleased to announce that you can now download the full HeroMachine 2.5
application for use on your local computer, freeing you from needing an Internet connection (once it is downloaded and installed the first time, of course). You can... Continue reading I am pleased to announce that the complete set of expansion elements that make up HeroMachine 2.5 is now complete and available on
UGO.com, absolutely free! This release includes all previously reported bug fixes as well as 28 new component... Continue reading If you've ever wished you could make the HeroMachine app bigger, or you're tired of ads getting in your way, we're thrilled to share with you the opportunity to get all this for less than a
dollar on... Continue reading *folds arms impassively* Good luck. I'm expecting everyone to get at least 75% on this quiz (I've lowered my expectations from last week now that I've done the quiz). As you can see obviously, this weeks test is... Continue reading No typos. In an unprecedented turn of events, I have come
to the conclusion that someone is taking the piss. How the hell do we end up with two two-week draws? Someone would like to explain that... Continue reading Posted in Challenge Favorites The HeroMachine Real Life Edition allows you to create your own super modern hero like those in the Movie Kick Ass or the TV
Series Who Wants a super hero? even if you can't draw at all! From a smart gangbanger on the street to a suburban fighter, use our hundreds of professionally drawn items to bring your everyday hero to life. You can also consult HeroMachine 3, join our Forums, participate in our different contests, or enjoy Random
comics blog fun. Welcome! Welcome!
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